Fast track to Data Center Infrastructure

FUJITSU Integrated System PRIMEFLEX

With FUJITSU Integrated System PRIMEFLEX, Fujitsu provides a broad range of pre-defined, pre-integrated and pre-tested systems that reduce risk, shorten time to value, increase operational efficiency and drive down cost of data center operations. PRIMEFLEX covers key usage scenarios like virtualization, cloud and SAP deployments.

■  Fast time to production
■  OPEX savings across complete system lifecycle
■  Easy scalability, built-in high-availability and simplified management
■  Simplified path to hybrid IT
■  Flexible service options and one-stop support

Building and managing data center infrastructure is increasingly complex, error-prone, time-consuming and expensive.

With FUJITSU Integrated System PRIMEFLEX, Fujitsu provides a broad range of pre-defined, pre-integrated and pre-tested systems that reduce risk, shorten time to value, increase operational efficiency and drive down cost of data center operations. PRIMEFLEX covers key usage scenarios like virtualization, cloud and SAP deployments.

Your advantages

Learn more about PRIMEFLEX:
www.fujitsu.com/primeflex

shaping tomorrow with you
Transform with confidence to your next generation data center infrastructure

By choosing FUJITSU Integrated System PRIMEFLEX for your next data center modernization project, you will benefit from Fujitsu’s globally available experience in deploying large-scale data center infrastructure and the longest track record in delivering integrated systems with first shipment back in 2002:

- **Get fast time to production**
  Mitigate risk with factory-integrated ready-to-run systems or customizable reference architectures.

- **Enjoy outstanding flexibility and choice**
  Select from a broad range of hardware and software options to fine-tune your data center infrastructure to your specific needs.

- **Grow as you go**
  Start small and scale with the architecture that best meets the specific scalability requirements (vertical or horizontal) of your workloads.

- **Protect your business**
  Save guard your business against a wide variety of failures – from a single component to an entire site.

- **Deploy cutting-edge technology**
  Build your new data center infrastructure with best in class components, from Fujitsu or leading 3rd-parties – optimally harmonized to best support your particular use case.

- **Streamline management**
  Reduce management silos with converged lifecycle management across servers, storage, networking and 3rd-party devices.

- **Reduce costs**
  Enable huge OPEX savings in every phase of the system lifecycle – from deployment to operations and maintenance.

- **Simplify path to hybrid cloud**
  Adopt the best mix of cloud and on-premises technologies by integrating with major public cloud services like Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services.

- **Leverage flexible service options**
  Take advantage of flexible service options covering all lifecycle phases – across consulting, design, onsite deployment, integration, migration, lifecycle management and maintenance.

- **Enjoy one-stop support**
  Get 24/7 infrastructure support with a single point of contact for the complete hardware and software stack dramatically improving the time to incident resolution.

Learn more about Integrated Systems from Fujitsu:

→ www.fujitsu.com/primeflex
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